
"Midnight Groove"
Tribute to Joe Cocker

Sound Requirements

P.A. System:
4 way active pa-system full range active crossover system capable of reproducing, an
undistorted SPL of 110 dB (A weighted) at the mixing position, (which should be
placed approx 2/3 into the audience area on the floor) without any distortion or hum.
PA system should be installed according to the room features and rigged to produce an
equal sound in frequency and power for aIl the audience.
Preferred systems: line array (C.HEIL; ADAMSON; NEXO Geo tangent-array
series) or stacked system (D&B C series; NEXO Alpha series).

FOR:
FOH desk minimum requirements: 40 channels (8 subgroups & 8 vca's) 4 band full
parametric eq by channel, high pass filter and 8 aux-send each switchable pre-post by
channel.
Preferred desk: Midas XLseries, Hseries.
We can use digital desk. Just in case of digital desk, please provide a certified
technician who knows the desk perfectly!
Inserts: please provide 6 channels of noise gate and 10 channels of compression (see
the patch list)
FX: 2 good reverb, 1 multi-effect, 1 de1ay
ln case of digital, we will use the internaI dsp processor and internaIs effects. (Please
be sure that the digital desk bas internal effects!).

MONITORS:
MONITOR desk minimum requirements: 40 channels (8 subgroups & 8 vca's) 4 band
full parametric eq by channel, high pass filter and 14 aux-send each pré-post switch
able by channel.
Preferred desk: Midas XL250, H3000.
10 wedges monitor on stage must be all the same brand and type.
The band has no monitor engineer with it so please provide a certified technician but
although smart and patient!
ln case of festival with short soundcheck time we prefer at first analog mixing desk.



"Midnight Groove"
Tribute to Joe Cocker

Patch list

INPUT INSTRUMENT MIC/DI STAND INSERT REMARK
1 kick in SM91 qate

AUDIX D6/BETA
2 kick out 52 small gate
3 snare top AUDIX 15/SM57 small
4 snare bottorn SM57 small
5 hi hat KM 184/AKG 451 small
6 tom1 AUDIX D2IEV 604 smail qate
7 tom f100r AUDIX D4/MD421 small gate
8 oh AKG C414 10nÇl
9 oh AKG C414 long
10 bass DI XLR compresser no 48V!
11 bass MIC EV 906 small
12 guitar 1 SM57 small
13 guitar 2 SM 57 small
14 Piano L DI compressor
15 Piano R DI compressor
16 backinq vocal BETA58 10nÇl compressor
17 backinq vocal BETA58 10nÇl cornoressor

own DPR
18 lead vocal BETA58 long compressor 901
19 Rev 1L
20 Rev1R
21 Rev2L
22 Rev2R
23 FXL
24 FXR


